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A High-Teich Top Value
Canada's New $100.00

By Harold Don Allen

WHETHER THE PROPOSED NEW $100 RONALD
Reagan U.S. FRN becomes a reality or not, Canada's currency
enthusiasts now have a NEW $100 top value, only the sixth
note of this relatively lofty denomination since the Bank of

Canada, the nation's central bank, opened its doors and released its first legal
tender back in 1935. An exceptional range of anticounterfeiting elements and
approaches should assure the new note, one of five such "enhanced" denomina-
tions, significant collector interest, both at home and abroad. Universal public
acceptance could be a bit of a problem, however, $100 values of two recent
Canadian issues, the 1954 and 1988, having been sufficiently counterfeited that
a genuine note eventually became tough to spend.

A neighbourhood convenience store currently displays a decal akin to a
highway sign--a red slash across a red circle, superimposed on a black "100".
No words needed. The message: "No $100 bills."

The intaglio portrait, in brown, and the corresponding watermark, on
Canada's new note depict Sir Robert Laird Borden, Conservative prime minis-
ter from 1911 to 1920. Borden also was featured on two immediately preceed-
ing $100s, the 1975 issue, released in May, 1976, and the 1988 "Birds of
Canada" issue, released in December, 1990. Bank of Canada support literature
reminds Canadians that Borden led the country during World War I, success-

Combining intaglio printing with
holography, watermarks, see-through
numbers, windowed security thread,
fine-line printing, flourescence, and
braille indicators, Canada's $100 is
both attractive AND "state of the art"
security printing-wise.



LA SECURITE DU NOUVEAU BILLET DE 100$:
C'EST A NOUS TOUS D'Y VOIR
Protegez-vous des pertes associees a la contrefacon.
Empechez la mice en circulation de faux billets.

DES ELEMENTS DE SECURITE RAPIDES, FIABLES ET FACILES
A UTILISER

Le nouveau billet de 1005 comporte des elements de securite nouveaux et familiers afin
de reduire au minimum le risque de contrefacon. Votre temps out precieux, et votre
argent Test tout autant. II suffit d'un instant pour verifier l'authenticite d'un billet. Tout
le monde peut le faire! C'est aussi simple quo de compter la monnaie qu'on vous rend.

Vue ao Wale! torsrrd On hens levant one source de lurnieue.

NOUVEAUX ELEMENTS
On trouve des elements de securite as redo et au verso du nouveau billet de 100S.

0 Bancle holographique

Inclinez le billet et vous verrez des chiffres 100 et des feuilles d'erable aux couleurs ecla-
taxies «banger» a 'Interim de la bande metallique brillante qui figure an recto.
Les teintes passeront par toutes les couleurs de l'arc-en-ciel. Chaque feuille d'erable est
composite de deux couleurs distinctes. Si vous regardez attentivement, vous pourrez
observer des chiffres correspondant a la valeur de la coupure imprimes on petits caracteres
dans l'arriere-plan de la bande tridimensionnelle. Les bords de la bande soot courbes.

0 Filigrane

Tenez le billet devant une source de lumiere. et  une petite image fantOrne du portrait appa-
raitra a gauche du dos chiffre 100. Vous remarquerez egalement le meme chiffre en plus
petit. Ce filigrane fait partie du papier et on pent le voir des deux oak du billet. Celui-ci nest
pas visible en Tabsence de lumiere.

VOTRE GUIDE DES ELEMENTS DE
SECURITE DU NOUVEAU BILLET DE 100$

La securite des billets de banque:
C'est a nous tons d'y voir
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Bilingual bank literature describes the
security devices on the new notes
aimed at convincing public and mer-
chants that the newly introduced
$100s are more secure than the ram-
pantly counterfeited $100s the new
notes replace.

fully promoted Canada's interests during subsequent treaty negotiations, and
enhanced Canada's diplomatic reputation and status as a sovereign nation.'

The new Bank of Canada $100 note is the third denomination to be
released in what the bank has been calling its "Canadian Journey" series. The
Sir John A.Macdonald, purple $10 ("Remembrance and Peacekeeping" back) of
2001, and the Sir Wilfrid Laurier, blue $5 ("Children at Play"/winter sports
back) of 2002, by now both dominating their in-circulation denominations,
were discussed in these pages at the times of their release.

The back of Canada's new $100? "Exploration and Innovation" the cen-
tral bank identifies as its chosen theme--"represented by achievements in car-
tography and communication." A particularly early map of Canada, associated
with Samuel de Champlain, is paired with a traditional birchbark canoe, in
splendidly detailed miniaturization at lower left. A satellite image of the nation
is grouped with the Radarsat-1 satellite and a telecommunications antenna in
the remaining space. Lines from Miriam Waddington's poem, "Jacques
Cartier in Toronto," and its French-language translation by Christine Klein-
Lataud, are rendered in tiny lettering--an excerpt which "summarizes humani-
ty's eternal quest for discovery," a bank release suggests.

Back-of-the-bill design elements, including bilingual quotations, have
been well chosen for all three denominations thus far; and presented in fine
detail, I would venture to say. The supreme challenge in an undertaking of this
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An impressive range of visually excit-
ing and meaningful images are inte-
grated into the new Canadian $100's
design. Pop a ballyhooed "NexGen"
$100 out of your wallet and compare
the U.S. Federal Reserve Note to the
Bank of Canada's comparable value.
Which one looks like a $75 (exchange
rate) value to you?

sort must be two-fold, however: (1) to identify and to break down an overall
theme and to select a range of appropriate components; and (2) corresponding
to requirements of each denomination, so to assemble the chosen components
as to yield a pleasing entity, an optimal overall effect.

On the first point, Canada's new series may be said to have progressed
well, though, of course, all returns are not yet in, the $50 and $20 designs still
waiting in the wings.

Evaluation as to the second point must be at least as subjective, I suspect.
Study the current $100 reproduction and the $10 and $5 backs featured in ear-
lier issues and reflect upon the aesthetics involved. The winter activities on the
$5 I tend to consider the most successful back to date.

The Australians have been attempting interesting things with such
themed currency, their best efforts reflecting a standard hard to match. 2

Initial releases of the Bank of Canada $100 couple the face inscription,
"Issue of 2004," with the back notation, "Printed in 2003." Indication of the
year of printing is an innovation with this note series--and stops short of the
traditional European practice of indicating day, month, and year.

Full appreciation of anticounterfeiting aspects of this and other cutting-
edge currency--arguably a collecting specialty in itself--really requires exami-
nation and study of such bills "in the flesh," for feel and for appearance in nor-
mal light, with tilting, under ultraviolet, and in see-through situations. The
quality of reproduction in this publication, however, should give a fair impres-
sion of several of the attributes involved.

The raised features of intaglio printing, already familiar to Canadians,
can be readily sensed on the face of these new issues. For the $100, the Borden
portrait, the vertical lettering (bank name) at left, the Canadian arms, and the
bold denomination (lower right) are such products of steel engraving. Also
familiar would be the fluorescence of inks and, now, of fiber inclusions.

A panel above the intaglio "100" identifies the East Block of Parliament,
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the background image, and does so repetitively in six lines of microprinting of
increasingly formidable miniaturization.

Security-related innovations for this most recent note release include the
sophisticated holographic stripe (vertical, at left), a "windowed" security thread
(vertical, at right on face, left on back), the watermarking (portrait and denomi-
nation), and a "see-through" 100, representing high-tech face-to-back registra-
tion.

The official release date for Canada's new $100 was March 17--but a fur-
ther week or so elapsed before notes reached teller level, and thus entered cir-
culation. Corresponding $100s of forerunner issues remain legal tender--if you
can find a taker--or, in any event, cashable in perpetuity at a bank.

Canadians, by and large, haven't been much given to big bills, at least of
late. . .though collectors do like them. The Queen Elizabeth II $1000 was dis-
continued in May, 2000, an intended slight to money launderers and to the
"under the table" trade. The $100, and even $50, have become tough enough
to spend that the credit card, debit card, and even personal cheque, have tended
to become preferred media of exchange.

For collectors who like their "hundreds," the Canadian denomination has
an interesting, even improbable, history.

The Dominion of Canada, Department of Finance, in 1872 released legal
tender $50, $100, $500, and $1000 denominations, but subsequent notes of $50
and $100 values were exclusively issues of the country's commercial ("char-
tered") banks. Such notes were not legal tender, but their acceptance, in fact,
was near universal. Canada's next legal tender "hundreds" were the initial
Bank of Canada release of 1935. 3

The Prince Henry, Duke of
Gloucester, 1935 issue was
unilingual, coming in English-
language and French-language
versions. Such notes are col-
lectible--though not on a budget,
especially in higher "investment"
grades. Some 21,875 English-
language "1935" $100s, and
4,375 of their French-language
counterparts, were placed into
circulation.

Serving into World War II
and the Reconversion years that followed, the bank's 1937-dated bilingual $100
depicted Sir John A. Macdonald, Canada's first prime minister. Serial number
ranges support a 17-year issue of 5,100,000 notes. The earliest of three signa-
ture varieties, the Osborne-Towers, with perhaps 70,000, are now proving to
be somewhat scarce. 4

The quite accessible $100 of the 1954-dated Queen Elizabeth II portrait
series, comes in two collected "types," the "devil at the queen's ear" illusion
and the subsequent modified-vignette version. Five varieties of vignette and
signatures are recognized. In just under 22 years, 23.7 million such $100s were
issued, roughly 10 per cent having been of the "devil" type.

The central bank's $100 revision of 1975, with upgraded security, was the
first of the Borden designs, and had a scenic (Lunenburg Harbour) back. The
note served for close to 13 years, with an issue total of 155.4 million.

The 1988-dated $100 revision features further security enhancement,
including an enlarged likeness of Borden. The note is in the Birds of Canada
series, and has a Canada Goose back. Totals issued to date approach 330 mil-
lion, as I calculate, but "high" numbers are not yet known, so a definitive tally
necessarily must wait.

Opposite top: Ages old fine line
intaglio engraving coupled with newer
security techniques such as hologra-
phy (center and bottom, showing how
difficult it is to render these 3-D
images optically) combine to make the
design hopefully impregnable to coun-
terfeiters.

For decades, the Canadian $100 note
would have been a commercial bank
issue, of which this Royal Bank of
Canada issue of 1927 is representa-
tive. The heraldry assembles the arms
of the (then) nine provinces. The por-
trait is the bank president Sir Herbert
S. Holt.
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Microprinting on the new note's face
resembles an eye doctor's chart. Each
line is progressively smaller and more
difficult to discern and copy.

Moving briskly to circulate all five
"new look" releases, Canada's central
bank recently unveiled its Queen
Elizabeth II $20--the nation's most
used denomination. Our intrepid cor-
respondent Don Allen journeyed to
Ottawa to represent us at the press
preview in late August. At that time,
release of the new bill was slated for
Sept. 29. When the notes circulate,
Don will bring us a closer look.

Bank of Canada $100 note issues of 1935, 1937, and 1954 are work of
Canadian Bank Note Company, with an imprint to this effect on the face and
back of each note. "Borden" hundreds of 1975 and 1988 do not explicitly iden-
tify their security printer, but collectors recognize British American Bank Note
Company workmanship by the prefix lead letter A or B. The issue of 2004, at
least its first releases, are taken to be Canadian Bank Note production, lead let-
ter E or F.

Canada's new $100, and by implication the $50 and $20 that are yet to
come, incorporates several security features not to be found at $5 and $10 lev-
els. Fairly usual treatment internationally, as with Euro denominations, is to
reserve highest security for top values--with what wisdom I cannot be sure.

Watermarked paper for Canada's new $100 is of German origin.
The relative values of the Canadian and United States dollars are, of

course, free to vary, but the current exchange puts Canada's dollar near 75
cents, U.S.

Looking ahead .
Security features incorporated into Canada's latest $100 "are reliable,

quick, and easy for everybody to use and difficult for counterfeiters to repro-
duce," Bank of Canada governor David A. Dodge observed at the note's
"unveiling" in Halifax in late January. 5 "Canadians can have confidence that
their high-denomination bank notes will be readily accepted," the governor
added.

Those of us who, over years of viewing, collection, and reflection have
found deep fascination in bank note art
and craftsmanship, and in note security
itself, should look to this innovative,
high-tech note, and its role in future
commerce, 6 with considerable inter-
est.

Endnotes
1 Your Guide to Security Features on Canada's New $100 Bill, ten-page

leaflet, Bank of Canada (2004).
2 Australia's New $100 Note [Dame Nellie Melba / Sir John Monash

issue], six-page leaflet, Reserve Bank of Australia (no date).
3 For an instructive overview, see Robert J. Graham, ed., Canadian

Government Paper Money, 16th ed. Toronto: Charlton Press (2003), Pp. 322,
especially, "Bank of Canada Issues," pp. 171-320. The Canadian Paper Money
Newsletter, a benefit of Canadian Paper Money Society membership, provides
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quarterly catalogue updates as to prefixes, number ranges, and observed vari-
eties. The Society may be contacted through secretary-n-easurer Dick Dunn,
at Post Office Box 562, Pickering, Ontario L1V 2R7.

4 Harold Don Allen, "King George VI Portrait Series: An Accessible,
Subtly Challenging Canadian Note Issue," Paper Money, XLII, 5
(September/October 2003), pp. 259-268. The "Commerce and Industry" alle-
gory featured on backs of 1935 and 1937 $100s is reproduced on p. 264.

5 "The Bank of Canada Unveils New $100 Bank Note," one-page press
release (28 January 2004).

6 Rachel Boss, "The $100 Buck Stops Here," Toronto Star (29 January
2004), pp. A-1, A-20, considers note introduction from bank and law enforce-
ment perspectives.
IP

The note's windowed security thread
is impossible for a photo-digital scan-
ner to reproduce.

9

What paper money design(s) do you like best?
This issue of Paper Money is filled with articles on paper money designs: proposed or
realized, U.S., Confederate, obsolete, Canadian, worldwide, faces, backs, brand new,
antiquated--even struck in metal. So, the question arises, what designs turn you on?

Tell us why briefly, say 100-200 words or so. You may enter more than once. To be con-
sidered, entries must be postmarked by Dec. 31, 2004. All published entries will receive
an honorarium (a limited-edition surcharged SPMC souvenir card, one per entrant).

Notes may be U.S. or foreign, Confederate, obsolete, or fictitious (design your own).

All entries accompanied by a suitable illustration will appear in a future issue of Paper
Money. (Entries without such an illustration MAY appear in a future issue, too.)

BUT, you must be a paid up member of SPMC to qualify. (We'll believe you paid 2005
dues if you tell us you did, or are a Life Member.)

All entries become Society of Paper Money Collectors property. None can be returned.

Send entry via U.S. Post Office to the Editor at P.O. Box 793941, Dallas, Texas 75379-
3941 or via e-mail to fred@spmc.org. DO NOT SEND ORIGINAL NOTES!

SPMC 6000: Re-building a Great Society for a New Century TM
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